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The group requests submissions from interested persons or parties in relation to its
work. The broad areas to be pursued by the group will, in an overall context of
improving access to justice and reducing costs of litigation, be
a. Improving procedures and practices and removal of obsolete, unnecessary or
over-complex rules of procedure;
b. Reviewing the law of discovery;
c. Encouraging alternative methods of dispute resolution;
d. Reviewing the use of electronic communications including e-litigation and
possibilities for making court documents (including submissions and proceedings)
available or accessible on the internet;
e. Achieving more effective and less costly outcomes for court users, particularly
vulnerable court users.

Collective Redress in Ireland and Multi-Party Litigation
The Need for Reform
1. Introduction
The phenomenon of mass harm has become a feature of modern life in today’s globalised
world. Mass harm is severe or widespread damage usually causing harm to many victims.
We are all potential victims of mass harm. Ireland needs a legal procedure that can respond
to the legal challenges presented by this reality. Thirteen years have elapsed since the Law
Reform Commission (LRC) published its Report on Multi-Party Actions. 2 This is too long
without change and needs to be addressed urgently. In the opinion of Justice McGuinness,
former President of the LRC, the Irish methods of dealing with multiple cases have led to
some ‘appalling situations because of the lack of multi-party actions’ such as the army
deafness litigation.3
In recent years there have been a number of cases of mass harm in Ireland, including
contaminated blood products, army deafness, asbestos-related ill health, Pyrite damage, the
Volkswagen emissions scandal and the recent tracker mortgage rate abuse by banks. Ireland,
however, is one of the few common law jurisdictions that does not yet have an effective
mechanism for multi-party litigation of mass harm. Instead, occasionally the courts use a
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confusing array of alternative methods in cases where a multi-party action (MPA) mechanism
would have had an obvious role. Evidence shows that the optimum way of achieving
collective redress requires a modern holisitic approach. This requires an integrated model
comprising a combination of tools from a range of solutions including regulation, alternative
dispute resolution (ADR), the courts, ombudsmen, among others. It would appear that MPA
litigation is necessary as a remedy of last resort to deal with mass harm where other
techniques fail to deliver collective redress and where there is therefore no alternative to the
courts.
MPAs, by enabling victims of mass harm to combine their legal actions, can be a key tool in
achieving access to justice. They can enable litigants to overcome many of the impediments
facing citizens who take legal actions individually.4 It gives victims ‘strength in numbers’
and allows them to ‘pool their resources’ as often they are faced with ‘David versus Goliath’
type scenarios.
The Multi- Party Action Bill 201, currently before the Oireachtas, aims to reduce the costs of
litigation, make better use of court resources and improve access to the courts in these cases.
The lack of MPA procedure raises a number of questions. It is possible to speculate that there
are policy reasons for this. It seems that there is almost a de facto prohibition on such
mechanisms, because of the lack of a procedure providing for them and because of the
presence of rules that effectively prohibit them, including for example the prohibition on
damages awards for representative actions.5 Irish policymakers may be exercising caution for
fear of opening apocryphal litigation floodgates by having a full-blown collective action
procedure, bringing with it the risks that some have alleged this mechanism can unleash
where such procedure is abused and is not accompanied by adequate controls.6 Perhaps there
is a concern regarding competitiveness or attractiveness as a location for foreign investors
wishing to set up business in Ireland. However, the MPA procedure, as recommended by the
LRC, is designed to minimise such risks.
Irish Supreme Court Judge Denham, when launching the LRC Report in 2005, commented
that:
It is probable that the less well off, those disadvantaged in our society, would be the
main beneficiaries of a new procedure enabling multi-party action … It is no easy
task- the challenge is to find a just balance in multi-party litigation between procedural
efficiency and fairness. The Law Reform Commission has met this challenge
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successfully. Implementation of this Report would bring us a step closer to succeeding
in this task.7
In these words, Mrs Justice Denham identified the raisons d’être of the MPA. She highlighted
three of the key benefits that they are designed to achieve: access to justice; procedural
efficiency; and fairness.
2. Current Irish Mechanisms for Dealing with Mass Harm- Private Actions
These are private multi-party procedures that currently fall short of MPAs. They are rarely
invoked because they are of such restricted use. They comprise the following four
mechanisms:
1) Representative actions. Irish courts have taken a very restrictive attitude towards
these: they are permitted in very limited circumstances in which parties have the same
interest and where certain prerequisites are met.8 They cannot be used for tort claims9
and it is not possible to get damages. It is not possible to get legal aid for these cases.
2) Joinder. This is a process whereby the court can simply join additional litigants to an
action where it is necessary in the interests of justice so that the court can hear related
cases together. The joinder system is used regularly to combine actions involving two
or more parties and can, on occasion, broaden to actions involving many parties.10
3) Consolidation. This is an alternative to a joinder. It occurs where the court rules that
disputes must be tried or consolidated together by a plaintiff uniting several causes of
action in the same proceedings.11 The difference between joinder and consolidation is
that consolidation does not involve making all the claimants parties to a single set of
proceedings. Instead, the plaintiff litigates the consolidated claims on the premise that
he represents the other litigants. Any judgment is deemed to be binding on the other
litigants.
4) Test cases are currently used in Ireland as the favoured means of dealing with mass
harm litigation. The test case establishes a benchmark and, while subsequent actions
by other litigants are not bound by the result, the test case outcome gives an indicator
of the outcome of future litigation both in terms of formal precedent and the similarity
of subsequent proceedings.12 This is uncomplicated where the test case pronounces an
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administrative or legislative action unconstitutional,13 but is less straightforward
where an individual assessment of damages is necessary. Test cases are unduly costly
and result in procedural inefficiencies as well as unnecessary duplication, as
illustrated in the examples below.
3. Cases exemplifying the problems of mass harm litigation in Ireland
These cases are a clear illustration of what occurs when some of the above private action
procedures are used and there is no appropriate MPA procedure. The particular difficulty that
these cases exemplify is that of enormous inefficiency both in financial terms and delay.
They support the contention that by proceeding on the basis of such fragmented and
piecemeal procedures, access to justice is impeded, and gross procedural inefficiencies and
procedural unfairness result.
i. Social Welfare Equality Cases
An early example is the two cases of Cotter and McDermott v Minister for Social Welfare
and Attorney General.14 These resulted from the failure by Ireland to implement the 1978
Directive on Equal Treatment in Social Welfare.15
ii. Army Deafness Claims
iii. Pyrite Construction Dispute
In 2011, the Irish High Court finished hearing this case that had been running for over two
years with claims of more than €100 million. 550 homeowners who had purchased houses
that developed structural faults, due to the use of pyrite infill during construction. This was
the longest running case in the history of the Commercial Court and one of the most
expensive court cases in the history of the State. The plaintiffs all had to take separate actions
and each had to instruct their own lawyers. This case typifies the problems inherent in the
current procedure whereby plaintiffs must initiate separate and individual claims seeking
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damages particular to his or her situation. The cost, delay and wasteful inefficiencies of this
system are self-evident and work only to the advantage of lawyers, whose fees are mounting
as long as the litigation continues.
These examples suggest that it is in the interests of the State, in the interests of litigants, and
in the interests of justice to embrace some form of MPA procedure to avoid the anomalous
situations illustrated above. Such a procedure would enhance access to justice and help
surmount prohibitive obstacles such as the high litigation costs faced by individuals.
4. Particular Difficulties with Multi- Party Litigation in Ireland
Funding cases is a crucial problem. Owing to the failure of the Irish authorities to invest
public resources in facilitating private civil litigation, the question of funding is a factor not
only in relation to the issue of access to justice but also to considerations of fairness and the
efficiency of the civil court system. In particular:
i. Legal Aid
Ireland does not have a comprehensive and effective system for civil legal aid as it is limited
to means-tested parties in family law and some limited civil litigation matters.16 The Irish
civil legal aid scheme specifically excludes test cases and MPAs of any sort, so it is not
available for representative actions.17 In order to avoid the risk of ruinously expensive legal
costs, litigants commonly proceed by using the device of ‘men of straw’18
ii. Insurance
Litigation insurance is not generally available in Ireland because professional third- party
funding is not permitted in Ireland as it offends against the rules on maintenance and
champerty.19
iii. Costs Follow the Event
Crucially, the loser of a case usually has to pay the entire amount of the costs, which is a
double financial burden, having to meet both sets of costs in the action. However, this is at
the discretion of the presiding judge and is not a statutory requirement. The main problem
with this serious litigation risk is that of having to meet the other side’s costs as well as one’s
own. If MPAs were to be introduced there would have to be changes to how costs are
currently decided.
iv. Conditional Fee Arrangements (CFAs)
In Ireland it is illegal for barristers and solicitors to charge contingency fees based on a
percentage or proportion of any award or settlement for a case, despite this being a common
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practice in other common law jurisdictions.20 However there are occasions on which lawyers
agree to represent clients on the basis of CFAs, which is permitted and is a common method
of deferred payment for legal services.21
5. Irish Law Reform Commission Report on Multi-Party Litigation 2005
The LRC Report highlighted the need for procedural fairness as a core element in any multiparty litigation and cited Hodges’ call for a ‘managerial mechanism to move forward
resolution of all the individual claims’.22 The LRC recommended that any reform in this area
should be based on principles of procedural fairness, efficiency and access to justice. In
particular, the LRC recommended that there should be active case management by the courts.
It may be unwise to adopt a collective action procedure without having case management and
one or more very experienced judges who could conduct and control such litigation
effectively.
The LRC also drafted an amendment bill to provide for civil legal aid for MPAs for those
eligible for legal aid funding. The LRC recommended that costs should be shared equally
among a group so, in this way, it did not find a solution to the general problem of funding. It
did, however, address the civil legal aid aspect of this barrier, by providing eligibility
requirements for this aid for those who would otherwise qualify for civil legal aid and
drafting amendments to provide for this in the Rules of Court.
6. Europe
In January 2018, the European Commission published its report on the implementation of its
2013 Recommendation on collective redress.23 Many of the Recommendation’s provisions
have been taken into account in Member State laws though, it is fair to say, not to the extent
hoped for. The provisions as to the standing required to bring collective action and precluding
punitive damages have been followed in the Member States. In total, currently nineteen
Member States have implemented compensatory collective actions across various sectors.
According to the report, "in the Member States where [collective redress mechanisms] do not
formally exist there appears to be an increasing tendency of claimants attempting to seek
collective redress through the use of different legal vehicles like the joinder of cases or the
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assignment of claims. This may raise issues concerning effective prevention of abusive
litigation, since safeguards against abuse that are usually present in collective proceedings,
e.g. concerning legal standing or contingency fees, may not apply in relation to such
alternative avenues".
Currently Ireland is one of 8 Member States that do still not provide for any possibility to
collectively claim compensation in mass harm situations as defined by the Recommendation.
(Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, Ireland, Latvia, Luxembourg and Slovakia).
Conclusions
As demonstrated by the Irish experience of mass harm redress, it is evident that there are
cases of mass harm and multi-plaintiff personal injury litigation occurring. Undoubtedly there
have been advances in collective redress techniques in other jurisdictions in the thirteen years
since LRC Report. In that time here have been increasing cases of mass harm, more victims
are unable to effectively obtain a remedy. It is only a matter of time before other such mass
harm will need to be litigated on a large-scale level. There is an urgent need for an efficient
procedural mechanism to manage this reality as there are many flaws inherent in the current
techniques of dealing with mass harm. These mechanisms are inefficient and result in
widespread injustice. The Irish experience indicates that owing to the lack of such
mechanism, other methods have to be used by way of improvisation in order to actuate this.
The appalling delay, cost and injustice evidenced by the experience of victims of
Thalidomide, for example, shows that this current practice is causing much difficulty. The
MPA experience from other jurisdictions illustrates that MPA procedural mechanisms can
enhance procedural justice, in appropriate cases.
It is important to note that collective actions alone are an outdated approach for dealing with
the problem of mass harm and they are clearly not the most efficient route to justice.
Introducing MPAs is not a panacea to mass harm collective redress but this legislation is
urgently needed to fill a gap in Irish legal procedure. It should not, however, be introduced in
isolation. MPAs are part of the solution but others are also needed as the area of collective
redress in Ireland is greatly in need of modernisation. In summary, it seems that MPA
litigation is a remedy of last resort to deal with mass harm, in appropriate cases, where other
techniques fail to deliver collective redress and where there is therefore no alternative to the
courts.
I wholly endorse and welcome the referral of the MPA question to Mr. Justice Peter Kelly as
part of the Review of Civil Justice Administration. The updating of Ireland’s collective
redress methods needs to be a core aspect of this Review of the Administration of Civil
Justice. A potential problem may be, however, that this Review will only look at a litigation
mechanism – not any other mechanism, and especially not regulatory or ombudsmen. This
area needs to be examined more widely. MPAs are not ‘a one size fits all’ solution. The
courts are obviously not the only forum in which to resolve legal disputes.
An additional problem is the limited vision and comparators of looking only at litigation tools
such as Test Cases – none of these works well enough in isolation. One needs a wider vision.
MPAs are part of suite of remedies that ought to be available as routes to redress. As part of
this solution, consideration ought to also be given to new techniques of collective redress
such as ombudsmen and regulatory redress. There is growing evidence of the effectiveness
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of these and they need to be incorporated into Ireland’s system of collective redress alongside
other remedies such as MPAs.
If the objective is to truly deliver collective redress to people, it is crucial to look at this area
in a modern holistic way and to introduce these new mechanisms in addition to MPAs. I
would urge the Review to address routes to collective redress in this way and to create an
integrated model comprising a combination of tools from a range of solutions including
regulation, ADR, courts, ombudsmen, among others.
This Review is a much- needed opportunity for Ireland to finally address and overhaul its
collective redress approach and to remedy the severe lacuna in its mechanisms for collective
redress.
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